
TOP TEN BENEFITS OF R-OEM PARTS 
1. Price savings. Recycled Original Equipment Manufactured (R-OEM) auto parts can offer as much 

as 50% savings on comparable new OEM auto parts, creating value for our community. Quality 
recycled auto parts (also known as used or second-hand) are an important, viable, affordable, low-

cost alternative for motor traders, insurers, retail vehicle repairers and the general community. 

2. Quality & safety. When responsibly cleaned, checked and tested, quality Recycled OEM auto parts 

made to manufacturer specification, are safe and fit for purpose in vehicle repairs. 

3. Parts warranty and extended warranty programs. You can expect quality Recycled OEM auto parts 

to come with a minimum warranty, often up to 3, 6, 12 months, with parts and labour warranty (unless 
otherwise agreed). Extended warranty programs are also available. 

4. Professional service and advice. Quality Recyclers' experienced staff have a good knowledge of 

the responsible re-use of quality OEM auto parts and provide professional 'dealer style' customer 
service. Often computerised vehicle imaging and recycled auto parts cataloguing systems ensure 

Recyclers can give you prompt service for 'price and availability' inquiries, as well as provide you with 

body paint colours and mileage information commonly requested. 

5. Parts exchange and refund programs. In the event a part is not fit for purpose, you can expect it to 

be exchanged for another part. In the event of the part not being able to be exchanged, you will be 
refunded (subject to any agreed terms and conditions). 

6. Increased Recycled Parts availability helps reduce repair delays. Recycled OEM auto parts 

inventories are large and can be readily accessed. Quality Recyclers can assist with parts for older 

vehicles; parts no longer available new; or parts not currently available from new parts dealers 
(commonly known as 'stock outs') which result in parts supply and repair delays. 

7. Increased competition in the Australian parts market. Re-use of quality OEM auto parts helps 

create competition in the Australian parts market and prevents the creation of motor 
manufacturer/new after market parts monopolies which can lead to higher parts prices and repair 

costs. 

8. Resource and energy savings. Re-use of quality OEM auto parts reduces the need for new OEM 

parts to be manufactured; which in turn reduces our demands on the world's finite natural resources, 
ultimately protecting our environment for future generations. 

9. Parts Re-use - a socially responsible practice. Responsible re-use of quality OEM auto parts simply 

makes common sense. The systematic recording of late model damaged vehicles in compliance with 
Regulations assists police in the identification of stolen vehicles, advises government authorities of 

Statutory Written Off Vehicles, creates legitimate employment opportunities for Australian workers 
and contributes to raising of state and federal government taxes. 

10. Parts Reuse - an environmentally friendly and environmentally sustainable program. Automotive 

dismantling is a world wide industry which responsibly processes millions of End-of-Life Vehicles 
(ELVs) per annum, de-polluting contaminants and hazards such as the oils, fuels, batteries, gases 

and air bags. Auto Parts Recyclers / Dismantlers play an essential role in the Australian automotive 
industry by re-using OEM parts and preparing ELVs for material recycling by metal shredder 



operators. Auto Parts Recyclers therefore play a key role in fulfilling motor manufacturer recycling 
"Extended Producer Responsibility" obligations in Australia. 

The Future 

Greater community support and acceptance of Recycled OEM auto parts are critical to the future 

success of the industry. 

By supporting legitimate auto parts recycling / dismantling operations who are members of the 

recognised peak state and national industry associations, who hold all relevant government licences, 
council permits and who set high customer service and operating standards through Accreditation 
Schemes, you can be assured of regular and reliable supply of quality, cost-effective Recycled OEM 

auto parts. 

Quality Recyclers are committed to being Parts Professionals you can trust and rely on for quality 

Recycled OEM auto parts. Buy quality Recycled OEM auto parts with confidence. 

Re-use, Reduce and Recycle! 

Source: http://www.apraa.com/ 

 

 


